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Abstract. We present various visualizations for the Text Re-use found
among texts of a collection to support answering a broad palette of research questions in the humanities. When juxtaposing all texts of a corpus in form of tuples, we propose the Text Re-use Grid as a distant
reading method that emphasizes text tuples with systematic or repetitive Text Re-use. The Text Re-use Browser provides a closer look on the
Text Re-use between the two texts of a tuple. Additionally, we present
Text Re-use Alignment Visualizations to improve the readability of Text
Variant Graphs that are used to compare various text editions to each
other. Finally, we illustrate the benefit of the proposed visualizations
with four usage scenarios for various topics in literary criticism.
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Introduction

The conscientious analyzation and interpretation of small text passages, so called
Close Reading, is a major technique for researches in literary criticism. But the
digital age with algorithms that automatically retrieve vast amounts of data
expedite Distant Reading methods [17] that give the observer an impression
about the data distribution. The Information Seeking Mantra “Overview first,
zoom and filter, details-on-demand” [22] is accomplished, when distant reading
views are interactively used to switch to close reading views. The general task is
to provide a visualization that shows an overview of the data, so that patterns
potentially interesting for the observer are salient. A drill down on these patterns
for further exploration is the bridge between distant and close reading.
In this paper, we want to outline the process of designing close and distant
reading visualizations for the Text Re-use determined between all texts of a
given collection. Text Re-use is defined as the oral or the written reproduction
of textual content and is roughly divided into two categories [3]. On the one hand,
a text passage is re-used deliberately, like direct quotes and phrases like winged
words and wisdom sayings. Translations of a text into other languages also count
to this category and are called interlingual Text Re-use. A very popular form of

deliberate Text Re-use is plagiarism, which has gained major attention in the
recent years, mainly driven by plagiarism allegations in politics. On the other
hand, a Text Re-use may be unintended, like boilerplates, e-mail headers or
the repetition of news agency texts when writing daily newspapers [6]. Further
examples are idioms, battle cries and so called multi word units.
The analysis of Text Re-use among historic texts with the goal to explore
known and discover unforeseen relationships in cultural heritage has become an
important task within various Digital Humanities projects. Thereby, the humanities scholars are interested which texts share patterns of consecutive similar units
(systematic Text Re-use) and how specific phrases are used (repetitive Text Reuse). Furthermore, the analysis of these similar text units regarding structure,
context and used expressions is of special interest. This is also a substantial task
in literary criticism, when various editions of a text are cautiously compared to
each other.
This paper shows, how intuitive, interactive visualizations help humanities
scholars in understanding and interpreting the Text Re-use occurrences. In particular, we present the following visualizations that support close and distant
reading for Text Re-use:
– Text Re-use Grid: a chart that juxtaposes all texts of a collection in
relation to amount and type of Text Re-use,
– Text Re-use Browser: a user interface consistent of an interactive Dot Plot
View and a Text Re-use Reader that allows for the inspection and browsing
through all Text Re-uses between two texts,
– Text Re-use Alignment Visualization: a visualization for aligned text
units that improves the readability for Text Variant Graphs.
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Related Work

The discovery of relationships between different texts and the alignment and visualization of the findings has been a challenging task in various works. Xanadu,
founded in 1960, can be seen as one of the pioneer projects that attend to this
matter [19]. The current prototype shows the dedicated text in the center of the
screen, related texts are positioned on both sides and shared patterns are aligned
and highlighted using various colors. John et. al [15] propose a focus and context
approach for the visualization of texts sharing similar patterns. A vertical ribbon for each text shows the distribution of these patterns, and interactively, the
user can drill down to regions of interest. Cheesman offers a visualization for the
alignment of multilingual text passages in Shakespeare’s Othello, where the user
can interactively browse through the texts of two editions [5]. Likewise, related
text entities are visually linked to each other. To illustrate the computationally
determined Text Re-uses in ancient Greek texts, Büchler suggests a graph to
show the results for a certain author by number, citing authors, years of citing
authors and passages of the book [4]. Additionally, the user can inspect individual text snippets with highlighted re-used passages. For plotting Text Re-use

between Bible books [16], Lee uses a static Dot Plot View, which was originally
designed for bioinformatics to compare two genome sequences to each other [11].
A single dot marks a correlation between the genomes and multiple dots form
patterns that indicate similar genomic segments. Lee utilizes this approach to
highlight patterns of systematic Text Re-use. Various visualization methods also
exist to highlight plagiarized passages of a given source text [12, 20]. A complete
overview of the whole text is given and each page, chapter or plagiarized text
passage receives its own block. Coloring is used to show the amount of re-used
text or to indicate potential sources.
All the above visualization techniques focus on displaying relationships between a limited number of texts. Mostly, a certain source text is given and its
correlations to other texts can be analyzed. A comparative overview between all
texts of an arbitrary text collection is not provided. For this purpose, we propose
the Text Re-use Grid as a distant reading solution for Text Re-use (Section 4).
Moreover, we present the Text Re-use Browser that supports close reading of
the Text Re-use between two selected texts (Section 5).
Text Variant Graphs are data structures that represent various editions of a
text [21]. CollateX is one of the standard tools in the Digital Humanities that
computes a static directed acyclic graph with vertices showing the various text
fragments and edges labeled with edition identifiers connecting subsequent text
fragments [8]. The plain design makes it hard for the user to follow how an
edition disseminates in the graph. Furthermore, the vertices do not reflect the
amount of occurrences and synonyms are not properly aligned to each other.
Although extensions for user-driven annotation and modification exist [1], there
are only few works that attend to the matter of designing Text Variant Graphs.
A visualization, which allows for weighted nodes is the Word Tree [25]. It cannot
be directly applied to Text Variant Graphs, since it only aligns shared beginnings
of sentences in form of a tree. Each variation splits a node of the tree into several
leaves. The font size of a node label reflects the number of occurrences. A plain
solution to align Text Re-use is given in [4]. The original text snippet is drawn
as a main branch and variations of Text Re-use candidates are sub-branches
with a certain color. This approach works fine for small examples with minor
variations, but it fails for major differences, especially, when multiple Text Reuses share the same sub-branches. A similar visualization for the uncertainty in
lattice graphs also supports various sub-branches [7]. But merging of multiple
nodes of the same kind is not provided, although the metaphor for uncertainty
could be used for this purpose.
In Section 6, we propose the Text Re-use Alignment Visualization that utilizes some of the presented ideas with the goal to design a well readable layout
for Text Variant Graphs.
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Theoretical Basis of Text Re-use

Let A1 , . . . , An denote a corpus of n texts. After splitting each text into units
(e.g. sentences), the Text Re-uses between all text unit tuples are determined.

Each detected Text Re-use {ai , bj } consists of two corresponding Text Re-use
units ai (e.g. i-th sentence of text A) and bj (e.g. j-th sentence of text B). The
Scoring value t(ai , bj ) defines a weight for {ai , bj } dependent on the text unit
lengths of ai and bj and their Re-use Overlap, which is the proportion of matching
to non-matching tokens. t is ranged in the interval [0, 1]; 0 means no similarity
between the two units, 1 means that ai and bj are equal. The complete Text
Re-use result list contains only relevant Text Re-uses above a certain threshold
for t. A more detailed description of the underlying algorithms for Text Re-use
detection and the computation of t can be found in Büchler’s dissertation [3].
Researchers working with Text Re-use have various research questions that
require a definition of the following Text Re-use types:
Systematic Text Re-use. The consecutive occurence of the same pattern of
Text Re-use is of particular interest for researchers when comparing different
texts to each other. Such type of Text Re-use could be an indication for plagiarism. For instance, the pattern {ai , bj }, {ai+1 , bj+1 }, {ai+2 , bj+2 } is a Systematic
Text Re-use of three consecutive phrases.
Repetitive Text Re-use. This type of Text Re-use appears, when the researcher is interested in analyzing a phrase that is frequently used in a certain
text. The goals in this use case are to explore the contexts, in which a phrase
appears as well as to what extent a specific phrase is spread in the text. Repetitive Text Re-use for a phrase a exists for a set of Text Re-use pairs in the form
{a, b1 }, {a, b2 }, {a, b3 }, . . .
Isolated Text Re-use. We classify a Text Re-use {ai , bj } as isolated if it does
not occur within a certain pattern, more precisely, if it is neither systematic nor
repetitive. As systematic Text Re-use doesn’t necessarily need to be consecutive
in both texts due to potential insertions, deletions or changes in the ordering
of the textual entities, we need to discriminate isolated from systematic Text
Re-use. We define {ai , bj } as isolated if there is no Text Re-use {au , bv } within
a certain neighborhood ε, so that:
r
|i − u| + |j − v|
< 10
ε=
2
Empirically, we determined 10 as the best value to separate systematic (ε < 10)
from isolated Text Re-use (ε ≥ 10).
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Text Re-use Grid

The intention of this visualization is to give the researcher an overview of the
Text Re-use distribution among all texts of a corpus. We transform the result of
the Text Re-use detection algorithm into an intuitive, readable visual interface
that immediately (1) reflects the amount of Text Re-uses between each pair of
texts, and (2) provides evidence for the type of Text Re-use. For this purpose,
we define three parameters:

1. Text Re-use Amount σ. σ is the number of Text Re-uses detected between
two texts A and B.
2. Systematic Text Re-use Index λ. λ is an assessment for structures of systematic Text Re-use between two texts A and B with an ordered list of text units,
so that A = {af irst , . . . , ai , . . . , alast } and B = {bf irst , . . . , bj , . . . , blast }. To detect these structures, we preliminary filter the Text Re-use results by removing
all repetitive and isolated Text Re-uses. This filter process results in a decomposition of the remaining n Text Re-uses into m clusters C = {c1 , . . . , ch , . . . , cm }
containing more than one Text Re-use {ai , bj } each. For each of these clusters
ch with |ch | Text Re-uses in total, we compute a correlation coefficient ρ(ch ) as
P
(i − i¯h )(j − j¯h )
{ai ,bj }∈ch

ρ(ch ) = r

(i − i¯h )2

P
{ai ,bj }∈ch

with

i¯h =

P
{ai ,bj }∈ch

P

(j − j¯h )2

{ai ,bj }∈ch

i
|ch |

and

j¯h =

P
{ai ,bj }∈ch

j
|ch |

to estimate the strength of the linear relationship between the Text Re-uses in
ch . Finally, the Systematic Text Re-use Index is defined as:
m
X
|ch |
λ=
ρ(ch )
n
h=0

λ ranges in the interval [0, 1], whereas high values indicate that patterns of
systematic Text Re-uses are contained.
3. Repetitive Text Re-use Index ω. ω is a measure for the amount of repetitive Text Re-use. Let N denote the number of Text Re-uses found between two
texts A and B. To define ω, we remove each Text Re-use {ai , bj }, if both text
units ai and bj occur only once within all Text Re-uses. Finally, we define ω in
the interval [0, 1] with the remaining n Text Re-uses as
ω=

n
N

Grid Visualization. For the visual mapping, we construct a grid with each cell
representing the Text Re-uses found between two texts of a corpus. For each cell,
we compute σ, λ and ω for the corresponding two texts. The cells are displayed in
form of rectangles with bounds proportional to the lengths of the corresponding
texts. Interactively, the user can change the display to equal-sized squares, so
that even cells representing short texts are properly visible.
Because of the importance for the researchers to detect and analyze texts
with extensive systematic or repetitive Text Re-use, we use a specific coloring
for the grid cells, so that the type of Text Re-use (represented by λ and ω) and
the amount of Text Re-use (σ) can be easily recognized. As the human’s ability

to discriminate colors is limited, we chose a class based approach to compute a
limited number of cell colors. As proposed by Slocum et. al, we use an optimal
classification method [23] to group the cells into two sets of classes in dependency
of σ, λ and ω. With the Jenks-Caspall-Algorithm [14] using reiterative cycling,
we compute a configurable number of classes. We receive n classes α1 , . . . , αn
for the type of Text Re-use (systematic or repetitive), so that α1 contains the
cells with the smallest λ (or ω) and αn contains the cells with the largest λ
(or ω). Furthermore, we compute m classes β1 , . . . , βm for the amount of Text
Re-use with β1 containing the cells with smallest σ and βm containing the cells
with the largest σ. We determine the color for a grid cell in the HSV color space
dependent on these classes as follows:
H = 240 +

i−1
n−1

· 120

S=

j
m

· 100

V = 100

The type of Text Re-use defines the hue on the “Cold-Hot” color scale Diehl
proposes [9] for the EpoSee tool from blue (cold) to red (hot). Thus, we receive
cold hues for cell colors with less, and hot hues for cell colors with a lot of
systematic (or repetitive) Text Re-use between the corresponding texts. The
amount of Text Re-use defines the saturation, so that cells with a high number
of Text Re-use receive highly saturated, and cells with less Text Re-uses lightly
saturated colors. For the examples in this paper we used n = m = 4.
In Figure 1, the resultant Text Re-use Grids for the Bible books of the American Standard Version compared to each other highlighting systematic (Figure 1(a)) and repetitive Text Re-use (Figure 1(b)) can be seen. With the help
of a legend, the user is able to immediately categorize type and amount of Text
Re-use between two Bible books. Interactively, the user can change from highlighting systematic to highlighting repetitive Text Re-use. By mouse clicking
onto a cell, the user has the ability to switch from the distant reading grid view
to the closer Text Re-use Browser view that is explained in the next section.
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Text Re-use Browser

Whereas, the Text Re-use Grid allows for distant reading of all Text Re-uses
occurring within a text collection, the Text Re-use Browser provides a closer
look at the Text Re-uses found between two texts A = {af irst , . . . , ai , . . . , alast }
and B = {bf irst , . . . , bj , . . . , blast }. This still complies to the characteristics of
distant reading, but the Text Re-use Browser can be utilized to drill down to
a limited set of Text Re-uses, which supports close reading. In particular, the
Text Re-use Browser provides two panels for this purpose:
1. Dot Plot View. We also utilize the approach of a Dot Plot View to emphasize
the types of Text Re-use between the given texts. In contrast to Lee [16], we
provide an interactive chart, where the number |A| of text units of A defines
the range for the x-axis, and the number |B| of text units of B defines the
range for the y-axis. Each Text Re-use for a text unit pair is drawn as a single
dot. As in bioinformatics, specific dot patterns indicate specific Text Re-use

Luke/John
Text Re-uses: 0
Significance: 0%
Mark/John
0, 0%
Mark/Luke
47, 27%
Matthew/John
2, 0%

Ezra/Nehemiah
182, 90%

Matthew/Mark
104, 44%

(a) ASV/ASV: Systematic Text Re-use

(b) ASV/ASV: Repetitive Text Re-use

Nehemiah/Ezra
Text Re-uses: 21
Systematic Text Re-use Index: 65%

Nehemiah/Ezra
Text Re-uses: 138
Systematic Text Re-use Index: 95%

Ezra/Nehemiah
Text Re-uses: 130
Systematic Text Re-use Index: 98%

(c) KJV/WBS: Systematic Text Re-use

(e) Dot Plot View

Ezra/Nehemiah
Text Re-uses: 182
Repetitive Text Re-use Index: 82%

Matthew/Luke
76, 27%

Ezra/Nehemiah
Text Re-uses: 5
Systematic Text Re-use Index: 0%

(d) KJV/YLT: Systematic Text Re-use

(f) Text Re-use Reader

Fig. 1. Text Re-use Grids for the juxtaposition of various Bible editions (Figures 1(a)1(d)) and panels of the Text Re-use Browser showing systematic and repetitive Text
Re-use patterns detected between the books Ezra and Nehemiah (Figures 1(e)-1(f)).

types. Diagonal patterns highlight sections that contain systematic Text Reuse, whereas vertical and horizontal patterns appear for phrase repetitions. In
Figure 1(e) we detect patterns for both types of Text Re-use. By selecting a dot
via mouse click, a popup with the corresponding text units and a Text Re-use
Alignment Visualization (see Section 6) is shown. Interactively, the user is also
able to zoom into a rectangular region of interest.
2. Text Re-use Reader. This panel allows for browsing A and B in two
opposite windows. Whenever a re-used text unit appears in the viewport of one
window, a connection to the opposite text unit is drawn. A click on a connection
scrolls both texts, so that the text units of the corresponding Text Re-use are
placed on the same horizontal level and a step-by-step exploration of consecutive
Text Re-use is possible. A mouseover highlights matching tokens in both units.
An additional overview for the texts gives an impression about all occurring
Text Re-uses, and can be utilized to directly jump to a dedicated position. In
both views, an accumulation of parallel lines is an indication for systematic Text
Re-use, and hubs (a single unit of one text that is connected to multiple units of
the opposite text) occur for repetitive Text Re-use. These features can be seen
in Figure 1(f).
Both panels are linked to each other. A dot selection in the Dot Plot View
triggers a scrolling of the texts to the corresponding positions, whereas a connection selection in the Text Re-use Reader opens the popup for the corresponding
dot. For coloring the Text Re-use glyphs (dots, connections), we use again a class
based approach. We group the Text Re-uses in dependency of their scoring value
t into p classes γ1 , . . . , γp , so that γ1 contains Text Re-uses with the smallest t,
and γp these ones with the largest t. In order to avoid misinterpretations, we
chose a different color scheme in comparison to the Text Re-use Grid. The glyph
colors are defined in the HSV color space as:
H = 60 +

k−1
p−1

· 60

S = 100

V = 100 −

k−1
p−1

· 50

Thus, the hue of a glyph color for a Text Re-use with class γk (1 ≤ k ≤ p) ranges
from yellow to green. To gain visually distinctive colors, the color value ranges
between 100 and 50. For the examples in this paper we used p = 4.
Some text juxtapositions contain lots of Text Re-uses that form various patterns. To visually filter for specific Text Re-uses, we allow to hide glyphs of
repetitive or systematic Text Re-use. Additionally, Text Re-uses with low scoring values can be hidden and a slider can be used to hide isolated Text Re-uses
without adjacent Text Re-uses in a certain neighborhood.
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Text Re-use Alignment Visualization

One of the substantial tasks in the field of textual criticism is called collation,
which is the cautious comparison of various editions of a text. Since it is an
extremely laborious approach for humanities scholars to do this manually, few
projects investigate methods that compute alignments for the digitized texts

and visualize the resulting directed acyclic Text Variant Graph in a simple manner (see Section 2). In this section, we present an intuitive, for the humanities
scholars easily readable and comprehensible layout for Text Variant Graphs.
A text edition is a specific kind of Text Re-use as it was derived from a
specific source text, but also occurrences of repetitive Text Re-use can be aligned
and visualized with this approach. Let {e1 , . . . , en } denote a set of editions for
a re-used text unit. Various alignment algortihms exist (e.g. [2, 18]), we use a
brute force approach that performs well for small text units. After tokenization
and normalization, we insert each edition ei = ei1 . . . ei|ei | in form of a directed
path v(ei1 ) . . . v(ei|ei | ) with vertices representing tokens in the initial Text Variant
Graph. Then, we iteratively merge vertices of different paths with equal tokens
and choose this alignment that reaches a maximum number of merge iterations
while keeping the Text Variant Graph acyclic. Each vertex v = {eis , ejt , eku , . . .}
of the graph is an alignment of the tokens {eis , ejt , eku , . . .}. The token degree |v|
is the number of tokens assigned to v and v(eis ) is the corresponding vertex for
the s-th token of edition i. Figure 2(b) shows such a graph for five editions of
the first Bible verse (Figure 2(a)).
Graph Visualization. The token of a vertex is used for labeling. As Wattenberg proposes [25], we use font size as a metaphor to reflect the number
of occurrences of a token. We layout the vertices by placing the corresponding
labels onto horizontal layers. The height of a layer depends on the maximum
height of the labels placed on it. We start by placing the labels for the vertices
v(ei1 ), . . . , v(ei|ei | ) of an arbitrary edition ei in left-to-right order on layer 0 (main
branch). By default, we choose the edition ei with the maximum value for
i

|e |
X

|v(eis )|

s=1

which means ei has lots of tokens assigned to vertices with large token degrees.
Afterwards, we iteratively determine the subpaths of the edition with most vertices already assigned to layers. Each subpath {v1 , . . . , vn } has assigned layers
for v1 and vn and the layer for the vertices of p = {v2 , . . . , vn−1 } needs to be
determined. Let i denote the layer of v1 and j the layer of vn . We aim to place
p as close as possible to its adjacent vertices v1 and vn . Starting with layer
k = b(i + j)/2c, we iteratively search for a layer with enough free space for the
labels of the vertices of p in the order k, k + 1, k − 1, k + 2, k − 2, and so on. If
the total width of the labels of p is larger than the space between v1 and vn , we
stretch the distance between v1 and vn . After the proper layer is found, we move
all vertices of the graph horizontally, so that (1) the labels do not overlap each
other, (2) a minimum space of configurable width between all adjacent vertices
is given, and (3) each vertex is placed in the barycenter of its neighbors. We
perform this process for all subpaths of all editions to complete the layout for
the Text Variant Graph. We draw undirected edges (for the user the direction
is obvious) between adjacent vertices of the same layer in form of horizontal
lines. To ensure a good readability of the graph, we use horizontal and vertical

(a) Five English translations of Genesis 1:1

(b) Resultant Text Variant Graph
layer -1
layer 0
layer +1
layer +2

(c) Visualization using the KJV as main branch (layer 0)
layer -1
layer 0
layer +1
layer +2

(d) Visualization using the BBE as main branch (layer 0)
Fig. 2. Text Re-use Alignment Visualizations for five editions of Genesis 1:1.

links connected with bends for edges between vertices of different layers. More
details about the edge routing algorithm can be found in [13]. The edges of the
Text Variant Graph are drawn in gray, and to identify different edition flows, we
use colors of the 12-color palette for categorial usage suggested by Ware [24] to
facilitate maximal visual differentiation by the user.
We provide several means of interaction for the analysis of the resultant
alignment visualization. The user is able to decide between various methods to
display the edges of the Text Variant Graph. This includes an edge overview like
shown for the resultant Text Re-use Alignment Visualization for the five editions
of the first Bible verse in Figure 2(c), and a display of all edges drawn in the corresponding edition colors (e.g. Figure 6). Furthermore, thick grey majority edges
that are passed by a minimum number of editions can be drawn (Figure 2(d)),
so that only varying paths are highlighted. Hovering a token removes all edges
from editions not passing it and selecting a token via mouse click shows the
information about its corresponding editions in a popup window (Figure 6(b)).
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Usage Scenarios

The Text Re-use Visualizations presented in this paper are utilized in various
Digital Humanities projects. In this section, we take a look at four usage scenarios
from these projects.
7.1

Various English Translations of the Bible

The interdisciplinary Digital Humanities project eTRACES 1 wants to discover,
analyze and evaluate intertextual similarities in form of Text Re-use among historical texts of a given corpus. Since the Bible is known as one of the most often
read and studied books, and therefore, potential findings are easily evaluable, it
was chosen as a proof of concept for the project. The text corpus contains 23
different English translations of the Bible covering a time period from the 14th
(Wycliffe Bible) to the 21th century (World English Bible). Since each translation was driven by a specific motivation, the involved humanities scholars had
a great variety of research questions to be answered. In this section, we present
some of their findings.
Of particular interest for the humanities scholars was the comparison of Bible
books of the same edition regarding systematic Text Re-use. The Text Re-use
Grid shows for the three evangelists Matthew, Mark and Luke strong interdependencies, whilst John has few or no Text Re-use at all with those three –
confirming a well known fact by visualizing it. These interdependencies were detected for the ASV (Figure 1(a)) and for various other editions the visualization
showed a similar pattern. The visualization reveals further insights by highlighting other cells of the grid. For example, there is an indication for vast systematic
Text Re-use between the books Ezra and Nehemiah. Also, there is evidence for
repetitive Text Re-use given (Figure 1(b)). Picking the corresponding cell in the
Text Re-use Browser allows for close reading and reveals a rectangular cluster
of repeatedly used phrases to be compared using the Text Re-use Alignment Visualization, and a large systematic Text Re-use pattern between the beginning
of Ezra and the middle section of Nehemiah (Ezra 2:1 /Nehemiah 7:6 - Ezra
2:70 /Nehemiah 7:73 ). When juxtaposing the KJV and its revision by Webster
(Figure 1(c)) the systematic Text Re-use pattern for Ezra and Nehemiah is still
highlighted. For the juxtaposition of the KJV and YLT, which uses Hebrew syntax, the overall number of Text Re-uses strongly decreases and a systematic Text
Re-use pattern for KJV:Ezra and YLT:Nehemiah is not detected (Figure 1(d)).
Interestingly, for the juxtaposition of KJV:Nehemiah and YLT:Ezra a small part
of the systematic Text Re-use pattern is still preserved. Those are results causing the user to analyze Text Re-use further and to gain knowledge that wasn’t
expected or even looked for.
The Text Re-use Alignment Visualization turned out to be very useful for
philological matters since syntactic similarities and differences between repetitive
Text Re-use occurrences and verses of different editions can be analyzed easily.
1

http://etraces.e-humanities.net/

Variations are easy to detect, for example many synonyms for “merchants” as
seen in Figure 3(a) for the opening of Ezekiel 27:22. Most of the early Bible versions translated into Middle English used the token “marchauntes” except the
Wycliffe Bible, which used “silleris”. Most often, the early Middle English translations vary strongly from modern English translations which approves a separate analysis. For a repeatedly used phrase in Numbers 1, we detect a stronger
variance for the 6 early translations compared to the 17 modern translations.
The number of uses in different translations of the Bible implies that the long,
possibly more precise and most often used phrase “families by the house of their
fathers” (8 times) in the modern translations could be the most literal translation of the original text, an impression that can now be researched and verified
or falsified (Figure 3(b)).

(a) The opening of Ezekiel 27:22.

(b) Frequent phrase in Numbers 1.

Fig. 3. Text Re-use Visualizations show the variability of English Bible translations

The humanities scholars also stated that the Text Re-use visualizations can
help to determine, whether English versions of the Bible that claim to translate
the Hebrew and ancient Greek original very literally, do this in a similar way or
not and which one could be considered the most literal one.
7.2

The Meaning of Terms in Ancient Greek Texts

The purpose of the Digital Humanities project eXChange 2 is to explore the
various meanings of a term, how these meanings changed over the years and
how they were transferred in the past. Based upon ancient Greek texts, the
meanings of a term are described by a set of various words.
One of the examples interesting for the collaborating classical philologists
is the various meanings of ϕάρµακoν. Utilizing the Text Re-use Alignment Visualization, text snippets containing the truncated form ϕάρµακ can be analyzed (Figure 4(a)). Immediately, the known two meanings of ϕάρµακ to be a
2

http://exchange-projekt.de/

(a) Aligned text snippets with ϕάρµακ

(b) Detecting meanings in the graph

Fig. 4. Utilizing Text Re-use Alignments to discover concepts in ancient Greek texts

“medicine” or a “magical cure” can be perceived. Interactively, one is able to
highlight the corresponding branches in the visualization (Figure 4(b)). The first
meaning can be identified by the token ε̌λκει (wound) and various variants of
ὰκηµατ α (cure). The token ὲθέλχθης (cast a spell) clusters text snippets for
the second meaning. An important role for the given meanings plays the administration of a drug. If a drug is applied (ε̌πασσε), it is a medicine, whereas if
it is drunk (πίων), it is a magical cure. In contrast to the traditional methods
of analyzing the contexts of the given terms’ occurrences, the visualization facilitates a rapid comprehension of its opposing meanings by clustering related
tokens that define the meaning of a term.
7.3

Text Re-use in Historic Arabic Texts

To explore the Text Re-use among historic arabic texts for the first time digitally, historians from the Aga Khan University utilized Büchler’s algorithm for
detecting Text Re-use and the Text Re-use Browser for visualizing and exploring the results. Predominantly, the focus was on the analysis of systematic Text
Re-use. On the one hand, known facts were confirmed to assess the reliability
of the visualization, on the other hand, unexpected and unknown patterns were
analyzed further.
Figure 5(a) shows evidence for systematic Text Re-use in form of a diagonal
pattern between two chronologies: History, called Ta‘rı̄kh al-rusul wa-l-mulūk
by al-Tabari (839–923), and Fates of the Nations, called Tajārib al-umam by
Miskawayh (932–1030). Modern historians have often argued that Miskawayh
relied heavily on al-Tabari’s text. The analysis with the visualization suggests
a more complex picture, namely, that Miskawayh more selectively copied alTabari’s text. With the interaction capabilities of the Text Re-use Browser, the
historians discovered that Miskawayh copied al-Tabari’s text directly for the
Umayyad (661–750) and Abbasid (750–1517) periods but copied very little of it
for the period up to 651, which includes Iran’s pre-Islamic history and the history

(a) History vs. Fates of the Nations

(c) Systematic Text Re-use pattern

(b) Two al-Tabari texts juxtaposed

(d) Close reading in Text Re-use Reader

(e) Alignment visualization for a Text Re-use occurrence
Fig. 5. Text Re-use Browser to discover systematic Text Re-use in Arabic texts

of the early Muslim community. It seems possible that Miskawayh wanted a fresh
reading. To examine this judgment, the historians plan a further Text Re-use
analysis, including a comparison of Miskawayh’s text against a larger pool of
digitzed Arabic texts.
Another research question tries to discover what conclusions can be drawn
from common passages in a single author’s works. In Figure 5(b), the Text
Re-use between al-Tabari’s History and his Commentary on the Qur’an, called
Jāmi‘ al-bayān ‘an ta’wı̄l āy al-Qur’ān, is shown. After removing vast occurrences
of repetitive Text Re-use, especially stock phrases, the remaining systematic
Text Re-use patterns can be analyzed. An example is given in Figure 5(c). The
pattern begins with the statement “According to what someone with knowledge
claimed ...” (Figure 5(d)). Read on its own, one might think this was al-Tabari’s
introduction to a topic or report. This might be the case, with al-Tabari repeating
himself. It seems at least as likely, however, that this small bit of introduction
derives from an original source, which al-Tabari (or perhaps a member of his
editorial workshop) copied into both of his texts. Detecting chunks like this
across his text, and comparing them to textual units in other classical Arabic
texts, might give a sense of the size of units that passed through the tradition.

For both the examples, the Text Re-use Visualization Alignment was an
effective method to investigate syntactic differences of a detected Text Re-use.
An example, taken from the latter use case, is given in Figure 5(e).

7.4

The Comparison of German Shakespeare Translations

In the occasion of the 450th anniversary of William Shakespeare’s birth and the
300th anniversary of the German Shakespeare Society3 , researchers from the
Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences, Leipzig and the Natural Language Processing Group of the Leipzig University developed novel language analysis methods and applications on Shakespearean works [10]. The contribution described rather formal, block entropy based measures for language
complexity, but also had a focus on making structural aspects of the dramatic
progression in Shakespeare’s plays and the used language visible to the user
in an interactive environment. As part of the latter, the Text Re-use Aligment
Visualization was used to point out the differences and similarities of several
German translations. Figure 6(a) shows the parallel text of over 20 different
German versions of an Othello scene. Even this small segment shows the variety
of visible aspects of the language. Regarding word position and sequence, the
so called syntagmatic level bears fixed and grammar-related expressions, such
as singular “mein brief” (my letter) versus plural “meine briefe” (my letters) or
active constructions “nennt mir” (tell me) versus passive “mir wird gemeldet”
(is reported to me), which can be tracked visually, mainly along the horizontal
axis. The vertical axis yields word substitutions and chosen alternatives, the so
called paradigmatic level, for example the nouns “brief” (letter) and “schreiben”
(writing). The visualization lets the user estimate the relative popularity of sequences and alternatives and the longer-ranging effects of the choice of words.
As a very interesting find, the original “hundred and seven galleys” are quite
often changed to 106 in translations. Most probably, this is done for its shorter
syllable count and the resulting softer pronunciation with “ga-lee-ren”. However,
other (as valid) variations (like 108) were never chosen, hinting at a high level
of influence within the concerned translations.
The reception of this intuitive form of text variant representation was very
positive. This lead to Text Re-use Aligment Visualizations being included as a
central part in a follow-up cooperation with the Department of British Culture
at the University of Bamberg focusing on Shakespeare’s Sonnets. To compare
works of poetry, it has proven useful to add a special line break marker that
helps segmenting the verses visually and that also provides “incentives” for the
alignment algorithm, to adhere to the verse structure, as can be seen in Figure 6(b). The interactive features of the Text Re-use Aligment Visualization
were reported as very useful for quick inquiries into the data. The hover-based
edge filtering clears the visual representation to show only the set of relevant
parallel versions while retaining the broader context on all other used tokens.
3

Deutsche Shakespeare-Gesellschaft, http://shakespeare-gesellschaft.de/

(a) Part of Shakespeare’s Othello, Act 1, Scene 3

(b) Part of Shakespeare’s Sonnett 116
Fig. 6. Text Re-use Alignments for various German translations of Shakespeare texts

The click-induced popup box provides the details for all crossing versions unambiguously. Both interactions are of great use in scenarios showing ten, twenty
and more editions, which are common in the translation analysis of very popular
authors, like Shakespeare.

8

Conclusion And Future Work

To support humanities scholars in exploring and analyzing the Text Re-use
among historic text collections, we designed various close and distant reading
visualizations. The Text Re-use Grid is a novel distant reading approach to discover type and amount of Text Re-use between each pair of texts of a given text
corpus. At the researcher’s convenience, one is able to highlight either grid cells
with systematic or repetitive Text Re-use. The Text Re-use Browser facilitates
a further exploration of such Text Re-use patterns between two texts and allows
for close reading of individual text passages. This bridge between both perspectives, which fulfills Shneiderman’s Information Seeking Mantra, turned out to be
an important aspect for the collaborating humanities scholars. The Text Re-use
Alignment Visualization, a further close reading visualization, allows for exploring similarities and differences between various editions of a given text. Thereby,
we focused on improving the design and the readability for so called Text Variant
Graphs. Instead of vertices, we place the vertices’ labels with variable font size
that reflect the number of occurences on horizontal layers. We attached great

importance to the vertical alignment of variations to allow an easy detection of
synonyms.
During the development phase, the collaborating humanities scholars steadily
evaluated the design of the Text Re-use visualizations. We wanted to ensure creating intuitive and flexible interfaces to be able to help answering a broad palette
of research questions. Four usage scenarios for various English Bible editions, the
meaning of terms in ancient Greek texts, the Text Re-use among historic Arabic
texts and the comparison of German Shakespeare translations confirm the benefit of this iterative process and the adaptability of the visualizations independent
on the language of the texts in the given corpus.
In the future, we will direct our attention on the development of distant reading visualizations for Text Re-use Alignments. This would allow for comparing
the various editions of a text on a different level and for detecting global patterns
among those editions.
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